
CATEGORY STYLE GUIDELINE: PERSONAL COMPUTER

Style Guidelines 



Image Guidelines:  

• It is mandatory to have pure white background on “MAIN image” (first image). 
• No image should have a watermark. 
• There should be minimum of 4 images
• The image should cover 85% of the image area post upload, else the image will appear small on search. 
• The image resolution must be minimum 1000 X 1000 pixels. 
• There should not be multiple images 
• First (MAIN) image has to be front facing displaying both the screen (in AIO and monitor + tower combo only) and the keyboard (wherever applicable)
• 2nd image can be a feature image calling out top 5 features of the desktop.
• The MAIN image should not have any logos, unless they are part of the screen fill. 
• DOS/Linux/Ubuntu/Endless OS desktop images must have a blank abstract pattern or black screen fill. They must NOT have a Windows screen fill or any 

Windows patterns or images of a live screen with programs running, as this causes customer confusion. This applies to all images showing the screen, not just 
the main one. 

• ASINs which do not have Optical disk drive, should not show any images with optical disk drive. 
• Windows 10 desktops MAIN images should have Windows screen fill. 
• DOS desktops should not have Windows images in the A+ content as well 
• Accessories which do not come along with the desktop, should not be present in the MAIN image. 
• If an accessory which does not come along with the desktop, must be presented in images, then each such image should have a prominent callout “XX sold 

separately” where XX is the accessory. 
• No offer related information should be added in any of the images. 

Recommended:
• Side view – Left and Right should ideally have ports demarcated through text/arrows. If ports are not demarcated, additional zoomed views are required to give 

the customer a picture of the number, type and position of ports. This is especially required for AIOs. 
• A top keyboard shot is recommended to allow the customer to see the keyboard layout clearly. 
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Prohibited images:



Title Guidelines:

Your Product title is the first thing customers see when visiting your detail page and is vital tin helping customers to find your product when they visit Amazon.in or 
search online. The title should be constructed in the following manner and contain only the below attributes:

For the Parent of Variation Products 
[Brand Name] + [Series Name] + [Model Number] + [Model Year] + [Display Size] “(“ + [display size in cms]+”cm)” Item Type Name + [Specific Uses of Product] + 
[Human Interface Input] + Item Type Name + “(“[CPU Model Manufacturer] + [Graphics Processor Manufacturer] + [Processor Description] [Ram Memory 
Maximum Size] /[Solid State Storage Drive] + [Operating System] + [Software Included] + [Graphics Coprocessor]”)”

Note:
1. If the Hard Disk Description is Mechanical Hard Drive, “Hard Drive Size” + Hard Drive Size unit. If the Hard Disk Description is “Solid State Drive”, “<size> SSD” + 
Hard Drive Size unit. If the Hard Disk Description is “Hybrid”, add both e.g. 1TB HDD+128GB SSD. SSHD is also allowed e.g. 1TB+8GB SSHD 
2. Graphics Coprocessor should be mentioned only in case there is a dedicated graphics (not integrated graphics or Intel UHD graphics or Intel HD graphics) i.e. when 
graphics_description= Dedicated 
3. IF specific_uses_for_product = “Gaming”, then add the word Gaming 
4. Any optional omitted unit should not have the accompanying punctuation 
5. software_included = "MS Office" if keywords "Microsoft Office" or "MS Office" are present in software_included
6. Discontinued by Manufacturer – if End of life

Ensure that for any of the above information is to be updated in the title, the relevant attribute is populated.

Examples: 
1. Dell Vostro Desktop (Core i3-5005U/2GB/500GB/DOS/Integrated Graphics)
2. Dell Vostro 15-inch (38.1 cm) All-in-One Desktop (Core i3-5005U/2GB/500GB/DOS/Integrated Graphics)

For Standalone or Child products 
[Brand Name] + [Series Name] + [Model Number] + [Model Year] + [Display Size] “(“ + [display size in cms]+”cm)” Item Type Name + [Specific Uses of Product] + 
Item Type Name + “(“[CPU Model Manufacturer] + [Graphics Processor Manufacturer] + [Processor Description] [Ram Memory Maximum Size] /[Solid State 
Storage Drive] + [Operating System] + [Software Included] + [Graphics Coprocessor] “)” + “Comma” + Color “[Discontinued by Manufacturer]6” 



Examples: 

1. Dell Vostro Desktop (Core i3-5005U/2GB/500GB/DOS/Integrated Graphics) [Discontinued by Manufacturer]
2. Dell Vostro 15-inch (38.1 cm) All-in-One Desktop (Core i3-5005U/2GB/500GB/DOS/Integrated Graphics), Grey

For Certified Refurbished/Renewed Desktops: “(Renewed)” 

[Brand Name] + [Series Name] + [Model Number] + [Model Year] + [Display Size] “(“ + [Display Size in cms]+”cm)” + Item Type Name + [Specific Uses of Product] + 
Item Type Name + “(“[CPU Model Manufacturer] + [Graphics Processor Manufacturer] + [Processor Description] [Ram Memory Maximum Size] /[Solid State 
Storage Drive] + [Operating System] + [Software Included] + [Graphics Coprocessor] “)” + “Comma” + Color “[Discontinued by Manufacturer]6” 

Note:
In the above Case, “Model Year” will be updated only if the attribute “model_year” is populated in the template. For Discontinued by manufacturer, 
“is_discontinued_by_manufacturer” attribute, which is Boolean [1 means yes, 0 means no] value will be updated in the title only if the attribute is populated with 1.

What to Do What Not to Do
Capitalize the first letter of each word. E.g Dell Vostro Desktop (Core i3-

5005U/2GB/500GB/DOS/Integrated Graphics) [Discontinued by Manufacturer]

Do not use all capital letters: DELL VOSTRO DESKTOP (CORE I3-5005U/2GB/500GB/DOS/INTEGRATED 

GRAPHICS) [DISCONTINUED BY MANUFACTURER]

Title length should be less than 200 characters Do not include promotional messages such as 'sale, 'price', 'offer', 'free'

Use numerals instead of text ("Pack of 2" instead of "Pack of Two") Do not use email Id's, URL's, external links, symbols or seller information  



Bullet Point Guidelines: 

Bullet points Specify details of your product and can influence the customer purchase decision. The bullet point should be constructed in the following manner and 
contain the below attributes:

Recommended bullet point format 

• Bullet Point 1 – Processor Details: [Processor Generation] Processor| CPU Model Manufacturer   CPU Model Family - CPU Model, Model Number, CPU
Model Speed, GHz Base Processor Speed, {up to <cpu_model,speed_maximum> maximum processor speed} { [ <no of cores> cores] <cache_size> cache }

• Bullet Point 2 – Memory & Storage:  RAM Size, RAM unit   RAM Type RAM Expandable up to   Max Memory Size (in GB) GB]| [Graphics card Interface] 
[graphics RAM size] [Graphics RAM Type] graphics | Hard Drive Size : Hard Drive Size (Unit Type) HDD], [ SSD Size   SSD Unit Type SSD] [+ [slot type] for 
[SSD/HDD] storage expansion]. 

• Bullet Point 3 – Display: Display Size, Display Unit of Measure| Display Resolution Maximum, Brightness: image brightness, [Display Type] display | 
[Display Resolution Text Identifier]| [Human Interface Input] | [Additional display features from brand] 

• Bullet Point 4 – Operating System, Pre-installed Software [Software Included] and In the Box [Included components] 
• Bullet Point 5 – Ports @ CD Drive: Ports: [Number of Ports] [Total HDMI Ports] [Total USB_2_0_ports] [Total_USB_3_0_ports]

Example:
• Processor: 7th Generation Intel Core i7-7820HK Processor, Quad-Core, 2.90GHz
• Operating System: Pre-loaded Windows 10 with lifetime validity |Preinstalled Software: None | In the box: Laptop, adapter
• Display: 15.6-inch Full HD (1920 x 1080) display | Ports: Ports & CD drive: 1 X USB 3.1 ports
• Memory & Storage: 2GB DDR3L RAM | Storage: 1TB HDD
• NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 GDDR5X 8GB dedicated Graphics| Camera: HD 720p CMOS module Web Camera | Microphone: Built-in array microphone| Keyboard: Highlighted 
WASD key group

Detailed Examples:

Bullet Point 1 – Processor Details: [Processor Generation] Processor| CPU Model Manufacturer   CPU Model Family - CPU Model, Model Number, CPU Model Speed, GHz 
Base Processor Speed, {up to <cpu_model,speed_maximum> maximum processor speed} { [ <no of cores> cores] <cache_size> cache }



Examples: 
Processor: 7th Generation Intel Core i7-7820HK Processor, Quad-Core, 2.90GHz 
Processor: 8th generation Intel Core i5-6500U processor 
Processor: AMD A9-9420 processor 

Bullet Point 2 –Memory & Storage:  RAM Size, RAM unit   RAM Type RAM Expandable up to   Max Memory Size (in GB) GB]| [Graphics card Interface] [graphics RAM size] 
[Graphics RAM Type] graphics | Hard Drive Size : Hard Drive Size (Unit Type) HDD], [ SSD Size   SSD Unit Type SSD] [+ [slot type] for [SSD/HDD] storage expansion]. 

Examples: 
Memory & Storage: 2GB DDR3L RAM with integrated graphics| Storage: 1TB HDD 
Memory & Storage: 8GB DDR4 RAM, expandable to 16 GB with NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 GDDR5X 8GB Graphics| Storage: 1TB HDD, 256GB SSD 
Memory & Storage: 8GB DDR4 RAM with NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050Ti 4 GB GDDR5 graphics | Storage: 1TB HDD

Bullet Point 3 – Display: Display Size, Display Unit of Measure| Display Resolution Maximum, Brightness: image brightness, [Display Type] display | [Display Resolution 
Text Identifier]| [Human Interface Input] | [Additional display features from brand]

Examples
15.6-inch (39.6 cm) Full HD (1920 x 1080) display 
12.3 inch (31.2 cm) 1920X1080 IPS display 
14 inch (35.56 cm) Full HD (1920 X 1080), brightness: 220 nits, IPS display | Touchscreen

Bullet Point 4 – Operating System, Pre-installed Software [Software Included] and In the Box [Included components] 

Example:

Operating System: Pre-loaded Windows 10 with lifetime validity |Preinstalled Software: None | In the box: PC, Adapter, User Manual

Bullet Point 5 – Ports & CD drive: 1 X USB 3.1 ports, <no_of _USB_3.1_Type_C_ports> X USB 3.1 type C ports, <no_of_USB_3.1_type_C_gen_2 ports> X USB 
3.1 Type C Gen 2 ports, <no_of_usb_3.0_ports> X USB 3.0 ports, <no_of_usb_2.0_ports> X USB 2.0 ports, <No_of_Thunderbolt_C_ports> X Thunderbolt C 
ports, <no_of_HDMI ports> X HDMI ports, <no_of_card reader> card reader, <no_of_audio_out_ports> X audio-out ports| < exists> CD-drive 
Example: 
Ports & CD drive: 1 HDMI, 2 USB 3.0, 1 Thunderbolt C,1 SD card reader | With CD-drive 
Ports & CD drive: 1 HDMI, 2 USB 3.0, 1 Thunderbolt C,1 SD card reader | Without CD drive 
If any of the ports don’t exist, skip the entire section.



Product Description Guidelines

This section is an opportunity to sell or promote your product & brand. An accurate and consistent description of an item enable a customer to gain insight into a

product and improves the overall shopping experience. Please ensure the following flow of information is used for a product Description

Recommended product description format

Shop wide range of collection of [Item Type Name] from the house of [Brand Name] on Amazon. This [Item Type Name] has [Special Features]

Example: Shop wide range of collection of Desktops from the house of Dell on Amazon. The IdeaCentre AIO 330 was redesigned with a smooth curved body and 

sleek steel stand. This avant-garde profile is a perfect accent for your home’s workspace.

WHAT TO DO WHAT NOT TO DO
Begin each bullet point with a capital letter. Processor: 7th Generation Intel Core i7-

7820HK Processor, Quad-Core, 2.90GHz Do not include promotional messages such as 'sale, 'price', 'offer' or 'free'

Use numerals instead of text "Pack of 2" instead of "Pack of Two" Do not include irrelevant keywords like 'original', 'guaranteed ', 'latest'

Add product relevant and value adding information as bullet points Do not use email Id's, URL's, external links, symbols or seller information  
Do not use end punctuations like full stop (.) 

Or exclamation mark (!)

WHAT TO DO WHAT NOT TO DO

Include brand name and 'Amazon' name to enable search engine optimization Do not include promotional messages such as 'sale, 'price', 'offer' or 'free'

Include product specific information like material name, special features etc. Do not include irrelevant keywords like 'original', 'guaranteed ', 'latest'

Provide detailed included components, style name, capacity etc. will enable 

customers to make purchase decision Do not use email Id's, URL's, external links, symbols or seller information  

Do not exceed 2000 characters in length



As per the legal guidelines, it is mandatory to display the below on the DP. Request to ensure these attributes are filled in at the time of ASIN creations:

i.Name and address of the manufacturer/packer & importer (please ensure address is also included)

ii. Country of Origin

iii. Common/Generic name of the commodity

iv. Net quantity in terms of standard units of weight and measure

v. Dimensions of the commodity [where size of the commodity contained in the package are relevant]

Please ensure any dimensions mentioned in the detail page (Title, BP, images, A+) are also mentioned in cm as well (Legal Metrology Act mandates this. Non-compliance can

lead to ASIN suppression).

For Certified Refurbished/Renewed Desktops:

1st Bullet Point:

(In case of 1-year warranty) This certified refurbished product is tested and certified to look and work like new with limited to no signs of wear; the product comes with relevant

accessories and one year limited warranty

(In case of 6-months warranty) This certified refurbished product is tested and certified to look and work like new with limited to no signs of wear; the product comes with

relevant accessories and six months limited warranty.

Remaining bullet points to be as applicable for new devices


